WHAT'S THE 411 ON THE 811?

Section 811 of the Intelligence Authorization Act requires immediate coordination of counterintelligence matters with the FBI. This quick decision guide outlines some thresholds federal agencies may use when reporting.

**Classified Information Involved?**
- YES
- NO

**Suspicous Activity?**
- YES
- NOT SURE

**Unauthorized Disclosure?**
- YES
- NOT SURE

**To Foreign Power or Agent of Foreign Power?**
- YES
- NO

MAKE AN 811 REFERRAL TO THE FBI

Contact the FBI:
- U: B11REFERRALS@FBI.gov
- S: HQ_DIV05_CD_FBIB11SECRET@fbi.sgov.gov
- TS: HQ_DIV05_CD_FBIB11TOPSECRET@fbi.ic.gov

Counterintelligence Division Guidance Program Manager
(1) 202-324-6028

The FBI will review the 811 referral and provide a written response within 30 days.